2'-Bispyrene-modified 2'-O-methyl RNA probes as useful tools for the detection of RNA: synthesis, fluorescent properties, and duplex stability.
The synthesis and properties two series of new 2'-O-methyl RNA probes, each containing a single insertion of a 2'-bispyrenylmethylphosphorodiamidate derivative of a nucleotide (U, C, A, and G), are described. As demonstrated by UV melting studies, the probes form stable complexes with model RNAs and DNAs. Significant increases (up to 21-fold) in pyrene excimer fluorescence intensity were observed upon binding of most of the probes with complementary RNAs, but not with DNAs. The fluorescence spectra are independent of the nature of the modified nucleotides. The nucleotides on the 5'-side of the modified nucleotide have no effect on the fluorescence spectra, whereas the natures of the two nucleotides on the 3'-side are important: CC, CG, and UC dinucleotide units on the 3'-side of the modified nucleotide provide the maximum increases in excimer fluorescence intensity. This study suggests that these 2'-bispyrene-labeled 2'-O-methyl RNA probes might be useful tools for detection of RNAs.